
 Rose Tutorial  
W I T H  G E H Y A  B A T C H E L O R



Cut out 11 petals from the smallest cutter - Place in a wallet that will keep these dry whilst you work on
the others.

Taking a Cel bud pre wired 1.75” - Paint a little edible glue onto the petal with a paintbrush.

Turn the petal so it is horizontal and wrap around the cel bud.

Make 5 petals - ball tool the edges as before and place in the veiner, pushing down on top half and
bottom half together, it will leave an imprint on the flower paste petal.

 Rose Tutorial  
W I T H  G E H Y A  B A T C H E L O R

Rolling out board
Rolling pin
Protective wallets
(Nicholas Lodge)
Ball tool
Foam pad
Cocktail stick
Paint brush

Trex (Use if paste is
too dry)
Flower paste
(Suzanne Esper’s)
Cornflour pouch
Edible glue
Food colours

Edibles
Edible glue
Cel buds 1.75”
Dimple foam
Rose petal cutters (Suzanne
Esper’s)
Rose petal veiner 
Large Calyx cutter 
Kraft knife

Materials

Join Gehya as she teaches you this delightful Rose, it
will be the staring role on any cake!

Ball tool around the edges of one petal, keeping the ball tool half on and half off the petal under a firm
foam mat



Cut out 10 of the next size up petal cutter.

Repeat steps 4 to 6 and then attach to cone individually evenly spacing around cone, overlapping if
space allows. 

Then repeat steps 4 to 6 again on top of the last layer of petals.
 

Repeat Step 4 to 6 with the next 5 petals - Don't forget to keep the petals you aren't using in the
plastic wallet.

Sealing the edges down of the petal in front.

Cut out 7 of the next size cutter.

Use 3 of the petals, vein, ball tool and attach to cone as previously done

Use the last 4 petals in the same manner.

Paint glue down one side of the petal only - Attach in a spiral around the cone.

Then taking hold of each petal pull it and lay it over the one in front, until all petals are secured to the
cone.

Side view



Cut out 10 of the largest size cutter.
Working on one petal at a time, 5 for each of the last 2 rows. 
Vein and ball tool as previously done

Repeat to other 5 petals. Lay the petals on the dimpled foam, or in an apple tray until firmed up, about
10 minutes, but still pliable, they just hold themselves when picked up.

 

Work on the back of  petal use a cocktail stick, roll gently over the side of petal at the top in a 45
degree angle, the petal will slowly curve around the cocktail stick, gently pull the cocktail stick out. 

Wrap 1st layer of 5 petals around in a spiral overlapping each petal.

Repeat for the final layer of 5 petals.

Using a kraft knife and a flat blade, create 3 cuts up each side of the sepal pushing the knife down and
then outwards from the sepal as you do so. 

 Make a small green cone. Gluing the back of the rose where wire is inserted, attach the cone by
pushing down the wire.

Brush edible glue up the centre of each sepal. 
Push up the wire to attach to the rose at the back and gently push with your fingers to secure to
back of the rose.

Roll out dark green paste and cut out with a calyx cutter.


